Citation Analysis on some CS Professors in Australia

(From Harzing’s Publish or Perish as of 4 November 2008, not in any order, average h-index of this sample of 18, I think, is 22.4)

Liz Sonenberg

"e sonenberg" or "l sonenberg":
eng, Papers: 122, Citations: 1468, Years: 31, Cites/year: 47.35, Cites/paper: 12.03/2.0/0, Cites/author: 367.91, Papers/author: 42.25, Authors/paper: 3.39/3.0/3, h-index: 15, g-index: 37, hc-index: 11, hI-index: 3.88, hl-norm: 11, AWCR: 133.25, AW-index: 11.54, AWCRpA: 34.85

Leon Sterling

"leon sterling":
eng, Papers: 215, Citations: 2965, Years: 30, Cites/year: 98.83, Cites/paper: 13.79/1.0/0, Cites/author: 1157.12, Papers/author: 101.27, Authors/paper: 2.50/2.0/2, h-index: 20, g-index: 52, hc-index: 12, hl-index: 7.14, hl-norm: 12, AWCR: 188.30, AW-index: 13.72, AWCRpA: 73.61

Rao Kotagiri

"r kotagiri" or "Kotagiri Ramamohan Rao" or "K Ramamohan Rao":

Justin Zobel

"j zobel" or "justin zobel":
eng, Papers: 418, Citations: 4686, Years: 96, Cites/year: 48.81, Cites/paper: 11.21/1.0/1, Cites/author: 2265.94, Papers/author: 204.36, Authors/paper: 2.57/2.0/2, h-index: 35, g-index: 60, hc-index: 24, hl-index: 14.08, hl-norm: 24, AWCR: 477.04, AW-index: 21.84, AWCRpA: 221.03

David Abramsom

"d abramson" or "david abramson":

1 http://www.harzing.com/pop.htm
Kim Marriott

"k marriott" or "kim marriott":

Alistair Moffat

"a moffat" or "alistair moffat":

Jaga Indulska

"j indulska":
eng,Papers:197,Citations:1372,Years:23,Cites/year:59.65,Cites/paper:6.96/1.0/0,Cites/author:501.83,Papers/author:75.45,Authors/paper:3.03/3.0/3,h-index:18,g-index:34,hc-index:14,hl-index:5.89,hl-norm:11,AWCR:220.34,AW-index:14.84,AWCRpA:82.85

Kate Smith-Miles

"k smith-miles" or "kate smith miles" or "ka smith-miles" or "ka smith":
eng,Papers:263,Citations:1810,Years:52,Cites/year:34.81,Cites/paper:6.88/1.0/0,Cites/author:733.99,Papers/author:123.52,Authors/paper:2.73/3.0/2,h-index:19,g-index:39,hc-index:13,hl-index:5.82,hl-norm:12,AWCR:156.92,AW-index:12.53,AWCRpA:70.55

Peter Stuckey

"p stuckey":
Zahir Tari

"z tari" or "zahir tari":
eng,Papers:263,Citations:816,Years:21,Cites/year:38.86,Cites/paper:3.10/1.0/0,Cites/author:356.00,
Papers/author:113.30,Authors/paper:2.70/3.0/3,h-index:13,g-index:21,hl-index:5.12,hl-norm:8,AWCR:86.27,AW-index:9.29,AWCRpA:36.24

Lin Padgham

"l padgham" or "lin padgham":

Heinz Schmidt

"heinz schmidt":
eng,Papers:206,Citations:888,Years:69,Cites/year:12.87,Cites/paper:4.31/1.0/0,Cites/author:381.83,Papers/author:106.75,Authors/paper:2.61/2.0/2,h-index:15,g-index:23,hl-index:5.77,hl-norm:10,AWCR:100.13,AW-index:10.01,AWCRpA:39.21

G.I. Webb

"gi webb":
eng,Papers:248,Citations:1729,Years:24,Cites/year:72.04,Cites/paper:6.97/1.0/0,Cites/author:1082.01,Papers/author:125.13,Authors/paper:2.64/2.0/2,h-index:21,g-index:37,hl-index:9.59,hl-norm:14,AWCR:201.04,AW-index:14.18,AWCRpA:119.77

Mahbub Hassan

"mahbub hassan" or "m hassan":
eng,Papers:998,Citations:2661,Years:61,Cites/year:43.62,Cites/paper:2.67/1.0/0,Cites/author:1111.34,Papers/author:460.06,Authors/paper:2.73/3.0/2,h-index:22,g-index:35,hl-index:12,hl-index:7.45,hl-norm:14,AWCR:277.60,AW-index:16.66,AWCRpA:112.10
T.Y. Chen

"ty chen":

Ryszard Kowalczyk

"r kowalczyk" or "Ryszard Kowalczyk":
eng, Papers: 185, Citations: 613, Years: 40, Cites/year: 15.33, Cites/paper: 3.31/1.0/0, Cites/author: 335.17, Papers/author: 87.87, Authors/paper: 2.84/3.0/2, h-index: 13, g-index: 19, hc-index: 10, hI-index: 6.04, hl-norm: 8, AWCR: 102.35, AW-index: 10.12, AWCRpA: 49.87

Jun Han

"jun han":
eng, Papers: 451, Citations: 1045, Years: 86, Cites/year: 12.15, Cites/paper: 2.32/0.0/0, Cites/author: 566.93, Papers/author: 195.23, Authors/paper: 3.05/3.0/2, h-index: 15, g-index: 23, hc-index: 13, hl-index: 5.77, hl-norm: 12, AWCR: 161.96, AW-index: 12.73, AWCRpA: 72.47